KEY STAGES 1–3

Accelerate maths progress
with a subscription to Sumdog
Set targeted, differentiated
maths practice in minutes
Identify misconceptions
with ready-made informal
assessments
Motivate children with over 20
extra games to choose from

Personalised maths
practice proven to
s
support rapid progres

Now used by over
5,000 schools in
the UK

www.sumdog.com/subscribe

What makes Sumdog different?
Unlike other maths practice platforms, Sumdog's games work independently from the questions. This
means children can choose their favourite game, keeping them engaged and wanting to practise maths!
The high-quality games can be used to practise any maths topic at any level. Supporting those who need
extra help and challenging the more able, Sumdog's adaptivity ensures pupils are always working at the
right level.
Sumdog covers all areas of the maths curriculum - not just times tables and number bonds! The updated
curriculum alignment makes it even easier to set personalised practice that links directly to what you
have been teaching in class.

Personalised learning
Set targeted, differentiated maths practice for
individuals or small groups in minutes.
The questions are written for the National Curriculum
and directly match what you’ve been teaching in class.
Simply select the area you’ve been working on and
set focused, auto-marked questions. Or let Sumdog's
powerful adaptive engine guide children through the
topics, always ensuring they're working at the right
level – you choose!

Track and assess
Informal, quiz-style assessments and easy-todigest reports give you a clear picture of your class’
performance.
Pinpoint gaps in understanding with a bank of
ready-made assessments
Provide a stress-free setting for children to do
their best with extra rewards for effort
View data in real-time with easy-to-digest
overview reports

0131 226 1511

Automarked homework
With a Sumdog subscription, it’s easy to set
homework that directly matches what you’ve been
teaching in class - no more printing or photocopying
and we do the marking for you.
Sumdog provides instant feedback to children,
helping to address and correct misconceptions in
the moment.

Proven to improve fluency
Maths fluency raw score

A subscription helps to accelerate pupils’ progress, develop fluency and build confidence.
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Oct 2018
Non-regular users

Over 5,000 UK
schools use Sumdog
for maths practice

Ideal for maths
homework

This study was published in the Impact Journal
of the Chartered College of Teaching.
Read the full impact study at https://bit.ly/3a7jZaO

May 2019
Regular users

1.5 million children
use Sumdog to
practise maths

193 million maths
questions answered
in the last year

We love using Sumdog both in class and at home. I really like
that I can see how well my pupils are doing and that I can set
challenges and specific goals based on the curriculum too.”
Mr Campbell, Class Teacher from Motherwell

www.sumdog.com/subscribe

Sumdog at home
Sumdog is a great tool for the classroom but it’s also
loved by parents. In fact, it was rated parents’ favourite
online tool during school closures.
Children can log in from home and continue their maths
practice and we’re often told they choose to spend their
allotted screentime playing Sumdog!
Parents can be confident knowing their child is practising
maths in a secure but fun environment, answering
curriculum-aligned questions tailored to their level.

My children love the games and are learning so much,
without realising it. Not only is it noticeable that they are
doing better with their school work and their homework,
but also they are picking up newly introduced topics quicker
and that gives them more confidence in their abilities."

Voted parents' favour
ite
maths platform*

Cathy Frankland, Parent, UK
*According to a survey conducted by Edurio. https://bit.ly/3ltP9Oi

Subscribe your school
Sumdog offers an affordable solution for maths practice, homework and assessment.
Your subscription price will depend on the number of pupil accounts you require.

From just
£3.50 per pupil

Maths subscription

Maths subscription

SINGLE YEAR GROUP (TWO-FORM ENTRY)

WHOLE SCHOOL (TWO-FORM ENTRY)

12 months

12 months

From only £4 per pupil per year

From only £3.50 per pupil per year

To request a quote for your class, year group, school or Trust, please contact our
Community Team who will build you a bespoke quote based on your requirements.

Visit sumdog.com/subscribe to request a quote and book a free online walkthrough.

0131 226 1511
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